Certain results about free energies of materials with memory are proved, using the abstract formulation of thermodynamics, both in the general case and as applied within the theory of linear viscoelasticity.
[4] to the full tensorial case has been given recently by Deseri, Gentili and Golden [5] , the results of which are also useful in the present work.
The paper is in two parts, A and B. In Part A, certain general theorems are proved. Where linear constitutive relations are considered, they are the full tensorial equations for a viscoelastic solid. In Part B, an extended variational technique is introduced in both the time domain and the frequency domain. In the latter case, explicit results are obtained in the case of a scalar constitutive relationship for a viscoelastic solid.
In Part A, a general definition is given for the minimum free energy associated with a state, and it is related to the maximum recoverable work (see also Day [6] ). The concept of a minimal state is introduced, coinciding with the definition of a state in Noll's theory [1] , also used in the recent work of Del Piero and Deseri [8, 9] . It is shown that the minimum free energy is independent of the definition of state and, in particular, can be represented as a functional of the minimal state. A definition of the maximum free energy is given. This depends in general on the definition of state adopted, although with appropriate restrictions, it is a function of the minimal state.
Also, for a linear constitutive relation, the Wiener-Hopf equation introduced by Breuer and Onat [10] is studied. This is an equation for the strain continuation associated with the maximum recoverable work from a given state, a quantity directly related to the minimum free energy, as noted earlier. A uniqueness and existence theorem is proved for this equation. Also, it is solved directly, using the Wiener-Hopf technique.
This in turn leads to an explicit formula for the minimum free energy in the full tensorial case, which generalizes the scalar result in [4] and agrees with the formula of Deseri, Gentili and Golden [5] , derived by the same variational approach as in [4] . A generalization of the solution is also given which extends its domain of definition to that of the stress functional. Finally, by means of a norm related to the minimum free energy, it is possible to introduce a topology in the space of processes and to obtain the closure of this space, containing all relevant processes.
In Part B, a new variational approach is developed, firstly in the time domain, for which integral equations are determined for the continuation/history yielding minimum/maximum free energies. The former equation is of course the Wiener-Hopf equation of Breuer and Onat [10] , studied in Part A. Certain other results are proved but explicit formulae are not obtained. The purpose of the time domain considerations is to elucidate the frequency domain treatment developed in the remaining sections. In the frequency domain, the new variational approach is essentially a generalization of the method of [4] . Explicit expressions are derived for a partially ordered family of free energies associated with a minimal state, in the case of discrete spectrum materials (those with a relaxation function given by a finite sum of decaying exponentials-also considered in some detail in [4] ). Included in this family is the minimum free energy, already known, and the maximum free energy.
As noted earlier, the explicit frequency domain results in Part B are obtained for the scalar case. The generalization to the tensor case will be presented in a forthcoming paper. The time domain considerations in Part B are presented in full tensorial form. The following notation will be used. Vectors are indicated by boldface characters. Tensors and matrices are denoted by boldface capitals. Sym is the set of all symmetric second-order tensors. Lin(Sym) is the set of all linear transformations from Sym to Sym.
If L,M € Lin, then L M stands for ir(LMT). Also, |L|2 = L • L.
The reals are denoted by R, the nonnegative reals by R+ and the strictly positive reals by R++, with similar definitions of R~, R~~.
Part A: GENERAL THEOREMS.
2. Fading memory. Consider a continuous body B, undergoing deformation such that a material point at X in the reference configuration is at position x = p(X,i) at time t. The deformation of the body is characterized by F(X, t) = Vxp(X, t). The tensor field L(X, t) -Vxp(X, t) is the velocity gradient. The superimposed dot indicates a material time derivative. We have the identity F(X,i) = L(X,t)F(X,t).
In the context of linear theories, we will use the (symmetric) strain tensor E defined as 2E(X,i) = Ft(X,£)F(X,£) -I, (2.1)
where I is the unit tensor. Let us denote by T the Cauchy stress tensor. Our constitutive assumption is that the symmetric tensor T(X,£) is a specified functional on a suitable set of histories F4(X), defined as: F*(X,s) = F(X,t-s), seR+.
The restriction of F4(X) to s £ M++, denoted by F'(X), is termed the past history.
Thus F4(X) = (F(X,t),F£(X)).
The stress tensor is given by the functional:
T(X,i) = T(F(X,*), F< (X)) = T(F4(X)). (2.2)
The property of fading memory can be expressed through the (Volterra) principle of dissipation of hereditary action [11] , which states: "the modulus of the variation of quantity [given by (2.2)] , when F( varies in any way in the interval (-oo,ii) (with t\ < t) can be made as small as we please by taking the interval (ti,t) sufficiently large".
In order to give a more precise definition of this property of fading memory at a material point X € B, it is necessary to consider the set V of the histories that make up the domain of definition of the functional (2.2). We suppose this set V has the following properties:
1. T> = Lin2 xDr, where Lin2 denotes the set of second-order tensors, and Vr is a set of past histories that contains the space L°°{R+).
2. If F4(X) e V, then the partly static history F', associated with F((X), belongs to V , where:
F(X'^' s€[0,r),
A ' 1 1 F*(X, t-s), s e [r, oo).
Thus r is the duration of the static part of the history. lim T(F'r(X)) = T(F(X, t)).
belongs to L2(K+) as a function of r.
This definition includes an expression of the fading memory property and now it will be considered in the context of the linear relation
Jo where E is the infinitesimal stress tensor1, which takes the place of F in the linear theory. The quantites Go,G' are fourth-order tensors. Henceforth, the dependence on X of the various quantities will not be explicitly included.
The domain V consists of the set of pairs (E(i), E'), such that E(t) 6 Sym and G'E' £ L1(R+).
In the linear theory, V includes constant histories by property 1. It follows that the kernel G' belongs to L1(R+). Property 2 follows from property 1, since if G' G L^R"1"), we conclude that G'E^. G L^R"1"), where E^ is the partly static history associated with Ef. Thus 
Jo
We see that (2.3) represents a viscoelastic material with the fading memory property, according to Definition 2.1, since the right-hand side of (2.4) is the stress associated with an elastic material. The tensor Goo must be a positive definite tensor, for the same reason.
3. Simple material systems and dissipation principles.
In this section, we consider certain dissipation principles and prove some theorems, adopting for greater generality the axiomatic formulation of the thermodynamics of simple material systems due A map P :[0,(ip) ->Liii2, piecewise continuous on the time interval [0, dp) and defined as P(t) = L(r) ,t G [0,dp), is said to be a kinetic process of duration dp e M+. The set II of all accessible processes P satisfies the following properties:
i if Pen, then its restriction P\tl,t2) to the interval C [0, oo) belongs to II;
.2 1The principle of material frame indifference has the consequence that the dependence of T on F' must in fact occur through an objective strain measure such as E given by (2.1), which may be approximated, in the linear case, by the infinitesimal strain tensor. This quantity will also be denoted by E.
2In the following, the restriction ^[O;;) will be denoted only by P/.
ii) if Pi, P2 £ n, then Pi * P2 € II, where
The process Po of zero duration is referred to as the zero process. a: II is the family of all accessible kinetic processes, b: E, the state space, is the set of states a of the system, c: C: £ -> Liri2 maps any state a onto the current value of the deformation gradient F, d: the map p : E x II -» E is the evolution function, which transforms the state <7i, under the process P into ct2 = /3(o"i, P). Moreover, the mapping is such that:
e: the map W: E x II is the work response, which to each state a and process P assigns the corresponding work. Finally, there exists a function T : S x II ->Sym, the stress response, in terms of which the work can be written as:3
From the additivity property of integrals we have the following important property of the work:
For materials with fading memory the state at time t will be defined as the current value and the past history of the deformation gradient:
Incidentally, it is apparent by (2.2) that T is a state function, in that it depends on the state only Now we can introduce an equivalence relation on the space state E by means of the following: Definition 3.2. Two states o\, a2 G E are equivalent if
f (<71}P) = T(<72,P)
for all P E II.
3Strictly, this applies only to incompressible materials since we have omitted the density. However, this is irrelevant in the linear approximation, which is of primary interest here.
Definition 3.2 satisfies the requirements for an equivalence relation, which we denote by TZ. If the space state £ of a simple material contains equivalent states, then it is possible to build a new state space for the given material element, as the quotient of £ on 1Z . The elements or of Tjr will be called minimal states. It is not however necessary to use, for the given material element, the minimal state space T,r. It is correct also to use any notion of state that satisfies Definition 3.1.
It is easy to prove: PROPOSITION 3.1. If <j\ and a2 are two equivalent states, then W{a1,P) = W(a2,P), VP en.
The converse is also true if C(ai) = C'(o"2)-Definition 3.3. A pair (a, P) is called a cyclic process if p(a, P) = a.
For material elements with fading memory, cyclic processes (a, P) are realized only by a periodic history a = F(, and by a process P with duration equal to a finite integral number of periods of F4.
In this work, we are interested only in isothermal processes. For such processes the Second Law of Thermodynamics can be written (see [2] ) as:
The Dissipation Principle: For every cyclic process (a, P) we have:
3.4. A set 5 C S is invariant under p, if for every a\ G S, and P G II, the state a = p{ui, P) G S. ii. for any pair o~i, G S^ and P G II, such that /S(o"i, P) = Oi we have ip{o2) -4>(vi) < W{ai,P).
(3.4)
Let the set of all free energies of the simple material element under consideration be denoted by
In Day [12] , [6], Coleman and Owen [2] , and Fabrizio, Giorgi and Morro [3] , the existence of a free energy was proved as a consequence of the Dissipation Principle expressed by inequality (3.3). We consider here the problem of the existence of a minimum free energy and study its properties, building on the results of [3] .
We define W(a) = {W(a,P); Pell}.
(3.5)
The 
Thus 4>m is the largest functional with the property that it is less than or equal to any free energy for all states.
We define W(<r) as
4. Minimum and maximum free energies. Definition 4.1. A functional ipm is called the minimum free energy if: i) iis a free energy with domain = E, ii) the zero state cr+ G E is such that tpm(a^) = 0, iii) for any free energy ip :
-> R+ such that cr* 6 S,p and -0, we have: is the minimum free energy. For the zero process Po, W(o, Po) vanishes and </>A/(p(o\ Po)) is nonnegative. Thuŝ m(o") > 0. Note that = 0. Consider two states cti, 02 and a process P' such that /5(tJi, P') = 02-It follows from (4.3) that for any P £ II > -W(a1,P'*P)+<t>M(p(vi,P'*P)) (4.4) and that, for any e > 0, there is a process Pe such that 2)-e < -W{(T2,Pe)+<f>M(p{<T2,Pe))-(4-5)
Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain
by virtue of (3.2) and (3.1). Identifying Pe and P, the latter being arbitrary, we deduce that^m (0"2) -^m(ci) < W^(<Tl,P')> which completes the proof that tpm(cr) is a free energy. It remains to show that ipm(a) = Since <Pm is nonnegative, we have W(cr, P) > W(a, P) -^m(u) V P e II so that inf VV(cr) > inf VV(<r) or where P£ is defined by (4.7), then Theorem 4.2 holds with W(cr) defined by (3.9), although now <j>M is constrained only by (4.9) rather than by (3.8).
Thus, in fact, the property must hold only for the final states of processes in the vicinity of the optimal process. Remark 4.3. It is always possible to represent the minimum free energy as a function of the minimal state aR. It is clear from the definition of VV(er), given by (3.5), and from the fact that W(cr, P) -W(an, P) for all P 6 II, that
(4.10)
Hence the minimum free energy is independent of the definition of state that is used. Let us denote by ECT the set of all a' € E attainable from a, viz. Eff = {<r'eE; 3 P e II; a' = p(a,P)}.
For any pair <7o, a <E E, such that a 6 £ao, we can consider the set:
N(a0,a) = {W(a0,P), V P 6 II; p(a0, P) = a} . 12) Proof. The functional i\)aM is clearly well-defined on the set Ea;, which is invariant under p. Let us consider a pair ai,a2 £ ECT« and a process P 6 II, such that cr2 = p{ai, P)- Thus, by (4.13) and (4.14), we have VmWi) ~ V>m(cti) < W(auP).
Let ip : -> K+ be a free energy such that D S^i, and = ipmio'1) = ^m((jl)-For any £ > 0 there is a P£ such that p(al,Ps) = cr and W-^cr1, PE) + ipm{^1) < V'mM+s* Also, since ip is a free energy, ip(a) < W(al,PE) +ip(a1) = W(al,Pe) + ipm(<Jl). Since e is arbitrary the result follows. □ Remark 4.4. If for a given a1 £ £ and a process P, a free energy ip(cr) / iPmW) (hi particular ^m(<r)) obeys the relation iP(a) = W(a\P)+ it follows that P £ II, although it may be the limit of a sequence of processes in II. This situation in fact occurs for the minimum free energy given by the maximum recoverable work in the linear case discussed later (comment after (8.3)), and explains why the process producing the maximum recoverable work is singular.
REMARK 4.5. Of course for any a1 G £ we may obtain a different free energy. Moreover, for a fixed a1 £ £ the definition of maximum free energy may depend on the definition of state. We can, however, construct a maximum free energy that is defined on the space of minimal states.
In other words, if we consider the definition of minimal state, then (4.11) is replaced by
This set is generally larger than N(ao,a), if cto £ °"oi? and a € oR. For this reason the maximum free energy defined on HR as V'm (on) = inf N(alR;aR) + ipm(crlR) satisfies the inequality ipli Wr) < Vm{°) , cr1 eaR, a £ aR.
Relation (4.12) will apply to any free energy ip(aR) defined on T,R provided ip(alR) = ipm(crlR). We shall give the form of the maximum free energy ip^j(crR) on £^ for a particular linear model in Sec. 11.
Linear viscoelasticity.
For the remainder of this paper, we shall be dealing with the case of a linear viscoelastic solid, characterized by the stress-strain relation (2.3). Ignoring X dependence, we write it in the form rOO T(t) = G0E(t) + / G'(s)E4 ( 
Jo is well-defined. We have Go = G(0). Also, Gqo = G(oo) = lim^oo (G0 + fQs G'(s)ds) is positive and well-defined as a consequence of the fading memory property. Thermodynamics implies the symmetry of Go and G^ [7] , but not the symmetry of G(s), s £ R++. However, in the following, we assume that G(s) is a fourth-order symmetric tensor. For any / 6 £2(R), we denote its Fourier transform by /OO /(Oe-<h,fd£
Only real-valued functions will be considered so that /fM = where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. Functions defined on R+ are identified with functions on R that vanish identically on R . For such functions, fF = fc -ifs, where fc, fs are respectively the Fourier cosine and sine transforms.
In this notation,
It is a consequence of the Second Law that [13] G's(w) < 0 , Vwe R++.
The integrated form of the sine inversion formula gives that:
We assume that G' (0) T (t) = G0E (t) + -
for any E*^ G L2(R+). Now it is important to generalize (5.6) so that it holds for all E( G <f, where £ is the set of histories E' such that
for a given G' G L2 ( 6. Maximum recoverable work. We denote by G( |s|) the extension of G(.s) to an even function on R. Also, we suppose that any process P G II is defined over R+ by means of the trivial extension
[ > \ 0, t G [dp, oo). 1 j Now let us evaluate the work W(cro,P), where <To = E° is the history at t = 0. We consider states at t = 0 in this section and the next, for convenience. There is no loss of generality in doing so. In later sections, the discussion is based on states at time t, not necessarily zero. Also, P G II is a process such that P(t) = E(£), t£ [0, dp). We have E' = p(E°, Pt) and the stress is given by
Moreover, from (6.1) it follows that there exists the limit E(oo) = lim^+oc E(t). We have pOO ft 
Io(t,E°) = -G(i)E(0) + Io(t,E°). (6.4)
In order to obtain the maximum recoverable work from state Co = E°, we consider the maximum of -W(ao, P) with respect to the set of functions given by
where £ is a real parameter and e is an arbitrary smooth function such that e(0) = 0. If E(™) is the process from which we obtain the maximum recoverable work, then
Since e(t) is arbitrary, we obtain for t G pOO / G(|t -r|)E('m')(r) dr =%{t, E°).
(6.5) Jo Equation (6.5) is an integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type, the solution of which gives the process E'm\ which yields the maximum recoverable work. We have from Theorem 4.1 and relations (6.3), (6.5) that
z Jo Jo where E'm' is now the solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation (6.5).
It is important to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (6.5). Let us assume that the kernel G(|i|) is a positive operator. We denote by r poo poo
We can introduce an inner product on Q by (e1;E2)=jf Jo G(|t -r|)E1(r) • E2(i)drdt, (6.6) which makes Q a Hilbert space. The norm on Q is given by f Jo
Jo Jo
The first relation essentially states that E(oo) is finite, which, as noted earlier, follows from (6.1).
If G is given by an exponential function
where I is the unit operator in Lin(Sym) and A is a scalar constant, then the space Q is well-defined. In fact, we have, extending the integrals to R and using the notation of (5.2),
Jo Jo 77 Jo a + « duj so that E e H 1(R+), the dual of the Sobolev space H1(R+). In general, we can affirm that G D L1(R+)nL2(R+).
REMARK 6.1. By means of the norm of Q, it is possible to provide the set of the processes II with a topology. In particular, the closure of II using the norm (6.7) is the Hilbert space Q. Equations (6.8) and (6.9) imply equivalence according to Definition 3.2. The converse is trivial. □ Remark 6.2. Proposition 6.2 yields a bijective map between Q' and the set E#. In other words, it is possible to identify any class of equivalent histories with a function IoThis result allows us to represent the minimum free energy as a function defined on the set Eft of the equivalent histories, which will be done explicitly for a particular class of materials in Sec. 11.
Let us now consider the implications of Theorem 4.2 and, in particular, Corollary 4.3. Motivated by the latter result and the fact, stated formally in Sec. 8, that the elastic free energy is less than or equal to any viscoelastic free energy, we take 0m to be <p(oo) where 4>(t) is the elastic free energy corresponding to the strain E(i), given by 4(t) = ±G00E(t)-E (t).
(6.10) This choice will be justified more clearly later. If we seek the history that maximizes the functional W{c7, P)-<f>(oo)
where Iq(£, E°) is defined by (6.4) then, instead of (6.5), we obtain
noting that e(oo) = J^ e(t)dt.
Let us express the solution of (6.5), namely E(m\ as the sum 13) where E(mi^ is the solution of (6.12) and satisfies the equation obtained by subtracting (6.12) from (6.5), namely
As a consequence of Theorem 6.1, equation (6.14) has a unique solution E'm2) e Q, which we denote formally by
This function can be obtained as the limit of the sequence
Note that (6.13) corresponds to continuations given formally by 15) where H(s) is the Heaviside step-function.
Remark 6.3. As a consequence of Theorem 4.2, the maximum recoverable work, which we obtain using the functional W(a,P) or (W(a,P) -^m(p(<t, P))) is the same, but the processes from which we obtain this maximum recoverable work are different. If we use W(a,P), the optimal process is E^m', which satisfies (6.5); while if we use (W(a, P) -<j)M{p(<y, P))), the optimal process is which satisfies (6.12). 
where E(mi' is now the solution of the equation (6.12). Carrying out partial integrations and using (6.16), we find that
The form (6.17) is shown in Sec. 8 (Proposition 8.1) to have the characteristic properties of a free energy, one of which eliminates the freedom of an additive constant. This justifies the inclusion of 0(oo) in (6.11).
7. Minimum free energy. We begin with some preliminary results and definitions. Following [4], we will be considering frequency space quantities, defined by analytic continuation from integral definitions, as functions on the complex w-plane, denoted by fl, where f2+ = {uj € I € (7.1) n(+) = {uj e n \ e K++}.
Similarly, fl~ and are the lower half-planes including and excluding the real axis, respectively.
The quantities f±, defined by (5.2), are analytic in respectively. In fact, the relation /f(w) = /+(w) + /-(w) is equivalent to the Plemelj formula [14] which will be used later.
The function G'F is analytic on
This follows from its integral definition over R+ and may be viewed as a consequence of Causality [15] . It will be assumed further that is analytic on R and thus on f) . It is defined by analytic continuation in regions of Q+ where the Fourier integral does not converge.
The quantity G', has singularities in both and that are mirror images of each other. It goes to zero at the origin and must also be analytic there. Thus, it vanishes as ton where the integer n > 1. It is assumed that n -1.
A quantity central to our considerations is defined by H(w) = -u;G». (7.5)
We will be using the Fourier transforms of the strain history and continuation, denoted by E+(u;) and E^_(u;) respectively. It is necessary to include cases where these do not belong to L2. Consider the case where E( -00) ^ 0 but with E^+ G L2(R+) defined by
In this case, we write where the limit is taken after any integrations in frequency space are carried out. This well-known device for handling such functions-effectively as a limit of L2 functions-is in fact, in the present context, largely redundant since E+(w) will generally multiply functions such as G's(w) that vanish at w = 0 in such a way as to cancel the pole. This is a particular manifestation of the remarks at the end of Sec. 5. Also, we define EL(w) to be
where we allow the possibility that E (00) ^ 0. The quantity E^ is analytic on and El. is analytic on f^+). Both are assumed to be analytic on R. Poles that may exist near the origin are moved slightly off the real axis as prescribed in (7.6) and (7.7) . It is further assumed that they are analytic at infinity, so that if EJ (0) is finite, which is of course assumed, E± go to zero at large cj as w_1 in all directions. We will require the derivative of E^ with respect to t. Assuming that the strain history has a derivative that is continuous and belongs to L1(M+), then -E^_(w) = -iwE^|_(o;) + E(i).
(^'8)
T(t) = G0E (t) + -I -^(E4+H-E ^(-co^dio
Observe that from (7.6), i lim wEWw) = lim uE'(w) = E(-oo).
Also (see (7.3)), i lim ujEUuj) = lim wE^(w)=E(t). (7.10)
UJ->00 UJ->00
We can write (5.6) in the form J_ r°°2
tti J_ao uj
ITT J_OQ UJ where the oddness of H(uj)/u> has been used in writing both forms. Let us now solve the Wiener-Hopf equation (6.12) or (6.16). Replacing the parameter t by -t, we write the latter form as 12) R(t) = 0, t € r.
This relation defines R on R+. Taking Fourier transforms and multiplying across by to, we obtain, with the aid of (7.5) and (7.2), 2iH(w) (E° (w) + E(m>(u>)) = wR+H, (7 
by application of the Convolution theorem, Plancherel's theorem (5.5) and (7.17). The results (7.17) and (7.18) agree with those in where Io(t, E°) is the quantity defined by (6.2), defined for t G K through the even extension of G. We have J 6 L2(R) by virtue of Definition 2.1 of fading memory, on recalling that G(-) -6 L2(K+) as assumed earlier. This is easily shown for L2(M~), i.e., before extension to R. The extension is achieved by observing that it is essentially a statement about the behaviour of J for large \t\. Denoting its Fourier transform by Jf € L2(K), we obtain, instead of (7.13),
The argument proceeds as outlined above but where Q(w) in (7.15) is now defined by QM = -|[H+(a;)]-1JF(a;).
It is assumed that Jf is analytic on R. The analytic Fourier transform on R of a function that is continuous at t = 0 behaves as cj~2 at large frequencies, so that Jf has this property. Thus, Q(w) ~ lj~1 at large w, as required for the convergence of the integral in (7.15).
Part B: A NEW VARIATIONAL METHOD.
8. Certain time-domain relationships.
In this first section of Part B, we shall present certain observations and demonstrations, the object of which is to elucidate the content of the developments of later sections in the frequency domain, by pointing to equivalent developments, as far as possible, in the time domain. Let us consider various forms of the work function:
The quantity <j>{t) is the elastic free energy given in (6.10) while S(t) is defined in (6.17). These relations depend on E(-oo), which must be assumed to be finite. Note that this is not necessarily the case for strain histories E1 6 £ defined by (5.7). We need not assume however that E(-oo) is zero. Using a standard form of (5.1):
T(t) = GocE(-oo) + I G(t -s)t(s)ds, J -OO
one can show that
where we understand throughout this section that G(s) refers to its even extension G(|s|), s£l. Partial integrations give that Observe that the minimum free energy, given by (6.17), has the same form as (8.3) at t = 0, where E° is identified with E'm^. In other words, the history is the time-reversed optimal continuation. This is the situation referred to in Remark 4.4, as becomes clear on noting the form of W(t) given by (8.1)i.
W{t) = <(>{t) + \ f I G12(slu)(E(u)-E(t))-(E(s)-E(t))duds
A frequency representation can also be given as in (7.18) 1 2tt
If W{t) = S(t) + -/ H(w)E$.(w) -E\(w)duj, (8.4)
OO where H is defined by (7.2) and E+ by (7.6). Note that, in frequency space, the integral term is clearly nonnegative since H is positive-definite. We define the scalar product for Ei,E2 : R i-> Sym (differing from, although related to (6.6), if Ei,E2 are zero on M ) by for arbitrary Ea £ Sym, where E^ is a constant history equal to Ea and (E(i),E') is the state resulting in stress T(t).4 Its Fourier transform (see (7.6)) is , which yields (7.11).
Let E1 be a given history with zero continuation, i.e., E4(s),s e R__ vanishes. Also, let E(-00) = 0. We have E4(0+) = E(f), a specified quantity. Let 4The bracket notation for scalar product and state may be distinguished by the fact that, in the latter case, the argument of E(t) is explicitly included.
In fact, (8.10) also implies (8.9) by virtue of the fact that G2 vanishes at large times. We seek a choice of Ej that minimizes ||||2 under specified variations subject to (8.10). Two cases will be considered, corresponding, as we shall see, to the minimum and maximum free energy. In the frequency domain formulation in Sec. 11, a more general and somewhat different variational method is developed which yields, in addition, a range of intermediate free energies. No equivalent time domain formulation has yet been established, and may in fact not be possible without invoking the time-domain equivalent of factorization in the frequency domain. We will see that the variational process in the frequency domain is implemented after factorization has been carried out.
Let E\ = 0 on R++ and vary (or equivalently E4) according to
where e is a real parameter and e is a smooth function. Using a generalization of the Lagrange multiplier technique, we minimize with respect to e the quantity (E\ + ee, Ej + £e) + 2(Af, E4; + se), where A4 G Sym and vanishes on K+. The resultant optimizing equations are
Jo where a differentiation with respect to s has been removed from the first relation, using again the fact that G2 vanishes at large times. The second relation is simply a restatement of the integral condition (8.9) in this case. The quantity E^ is the optimal choice of Ei.
The first relation yields A4 = -E^ on while the second relation has the same form as (7.12), for s 6 M~, which is the equation for the continuation associated with the minimum free energy and which has been solved. The optimal continuation is identified with (-Ejjj. Thus, the optimization is trivial in this case and the real content lies in the constraint (8.9) which is in effect (7.12). Now consider the case where E^ = 0 on IR--. The constraint (8.9) is then effectively the same as (6.8) so that the state (E(i), Ej") is equivalent to (E(t), E(). We impose the variation as in (8.11) but now where e vanishes on IR". The optimizing equations for this case are /*oo p0 
which has a Wiener-Hopf form bearing similarity to (7.12) and can be solved using the same kind of techniques. The solution of (8.14) will be discussed for the scalar case in Sec. 9.
We identify this case as determining the history that yields the maximum free energy associated with the set of equivalent states gr € Ejj. This follows (putting a1 equal to the zero state) by Theorem 4.4 (see also Remark 4.5). Note that (8.9) in this case ensures that we are optimizing in <jr. An explicit form of the maximum free energy will be given in later sections for a particular class of materials.
In the remainder of this section, we will show how free energies emerge from the above considerations.
The discussion will in fact be generalized in that the specific optimizations outlined above will not be used explicitly, but only the orthogonality condition (E^, Ej) = 0, E^ = Ei-E(, (8.15) from which it follows that iiEi2 = iiEiii2+ra2. (8.i6) Using (8.10 ), this orthogonality can be shown to hold for the two sets of equations (8.12) and (8.13) (after differentiation with respect to s), where E' is replaced by E^. It also applies to the solutions that emerge from the more general variational scheme introduced in Sec. 11.
Let us first state the characteristic properties of an isothermal free energy, provable within a general framework [16, 17, 7]: f| § = m (8.17, P2: Let E^ be a static history equal to Eo at all past times. Then
where <p(Eo) is the elastic free energy defined by (6.10).
P3: For any history E* , V(E^) > tf(E"(t)).
P4: Condition (3.4) holds. For ip differentiable, this will be true if
#) = T(t) • E(t) -D(t),
where D(t) > 0.
The discussion is restricted to differentiable histories and continuations, except at the current time t where finite discontinuities in Ef: and must be allowed. Note that P2 eliminates the freedom of an additive constant in ip, provided 4> is taken to be uniquely defined. 
We can write (8.18) in the form <p(t) = <t>(t) + ||Ei -Elll2, (8.19) where E} is the static history/continuation that E^ becomes if Ef is the static history equal to E(i) at each time. It is the static continuation (with a minus sign) in the first case considered above and the static history in the second case. In intermediate cases, it can always be chosen to be the static continuation, using the freedom exposed at the end of Sec. 11. The quantity 4>{t) is the elastic free energy for strain E(f). Relation (8.19) follows with the aid of (8.7) and (8.10). Note that (8. 19 ) is an explicitly positive form of the free energy. Properties P2, P3 follow immediately.
We may replace ||E* ||2 by ||E4||2 -||E^||2 in (8.18) by virtue of (8.16). Differentiating and using the fact that S[t) + ||E4||2 = W(t) as given by (8.3)i is also given by (8.l)i, we obtain
so that if P4 is to hold, D[t) must be nonnegative.5
We shall treat the general case where E^ is nonzero on R. The important special case where it is zero on is covered by the general demonstration. It is convenient to use E^ rather than E^ at this point, the former quantity having a discontinuity at time t. Thus
5We note here that, in a related context [5] , the assumption that if) is differentiable is avoided by using the integrated dissipation inequality, although the argument is less straightforward. The connection between the discontinuity in the history at the current time and the rate of dissipation is interesting from a physical point of view. The minimum free energy given by (6.17) is of course a special case of (8.18) with the appropriate discontinuity at the current time [5] . □ 9. The discrete spectrum model. In the remaining sections, we derive explicit forms of various free energies associated with a discrete spectrum material.
Only the scalar case will be considered. There is in fact no difficulty about generalizing much (although not all) of the discussion to include materials for which a number of factorizations of H(uj) (the scalar version of (7.2)) preserving the singularity structure are possible; in particular, where H as a function of uo2 (see (9.3) below) has only discrete zeros. One result, namely Proposition 9.1, proved later, is in fact generalized in this way. However, in the first presentation of these results, it was judged better, for the sake of clarity, to confine the discussion to discrete spectrum materials.
The stress function T(t) and the current value and strain history (E(t) The superscript / is omitted on pi and is to be understood from the context. Most of the relations derived in [4] do not depend on the location of the zeros of H+ and i?_, but do depend crucially on the location of the singularities. We note here certain results to be used later, which can be proved in a manner identical to that given in [4] .
The quantity qW(w) = hL{u)e*+(u) = -<#%), (9.6) where (lj) is analytic in fi+, goes to zero at large u> as a;-1, while q+l\uj) is analytic in f2~ with similar large to behaviour. They are given by the limit z -> u> £ R of Q(/t)(' ,</«>(2) = i r (9.7) 2TTl 7.^ W ~ Z from above and below the real axis respectively. The analyticity of these quantities on R follows from the assumed analyticity of G'F and E+ on R [4]. They are defined over the entire complex plane by analytic continuation. It can be shown that [4] +4)M = -Kf(t),
(9.10)
We also consider a generalization of (9.6) where the strain is defined over R. with Fourier transforms given by (8.6). With a view to future applications, the relevant relations will be written for Ed, the scalar version of the quantity introduced in (8.8):
U ( where qd±^ are defined by (9.6) and (9.7) with Ed+ replacing El+.
We will now prove a result that is not confined to a discrete spectrum material. It relies upon the fact that H(u>) is factorizable into quantities analytic on fl+ and Cl~, with zeros that may be interchanged.
Analyticity excludes non-isolated as well as isolated singularities, of course. It relies also on the analyticity of the various quantities on the real axis Proposition 9.1. The strain history and continuation Ed obeys (8.9) if vanishes.
Relation (8.9) implies that u_ vanishes in two cases: (i) where no exchange of zeros in H± takes place (/ = 0); and (ii) where Ed_ vanishes.
Proof. Applying Plancherel's theorem to (8.9) gives in the scalar case [ t^{EidAu) + Etd_(u))ei"sdu = 0, ser, (9.14)
J-00 w by virtue of the scalar form of (7.5). With the aid of (9.11), we can write (9.14) in the form r J -c --u^t\u))elu'sduj = 0, s £ where vanishes linearly at lo = 0. Closing the integral involving on Q~, we see that it vanishes by Cauchy's theorem, so that the condition becomes /OG Tjf /■ \ u_ (ijj)eiusduj = 0, se r.
(9.15)
ft) It is trivially satisfied if u_ vanishes, which is the first assertion. We now prove that, in the two specified cases, if (9.15) is satisfied, then is zero. The function F{s)
vanishes on K~, so that its Fourier transform /u;)ri^(u;) must be analytic in This can only be true if vanishes at each of the isolated singularities of in and for each cut type singularity in u^*\ we must have a compensating singularity of the same kind in Since H^+(uj)/ui is analytic in fit!/^ cannot have cuts in this half-plane. As for isolated singularities, we distinguish the case where no permutation of zeros has taken place (/ = 0) from all others.
For the case / = 0, H+ has no zeros in The only remaining option is that has no singularities in fand therefore in 0. It vanishes at infinity as a;-1, and therefore, by Liouville's theorem, vanishes everywhere.
If permutations of zeros are allowed, then H{_ has zeros in ~). Consider the definition of u'l^ given by (9.11) and (9.12). Evaluating the integral by closing the contour on shows that has singularities in where H[_ and E^_ have singularities, and these must be isolated, as concluded above. If a zero in H{_ cancels a singularity in H[_ then, without permutation, the zero and the singularity would cancel in H. In other words, there would by no singularity or zero to begin with. Therefore, the only option is that u^ is free of singularities due to H^_. It could still have singularities due to cancelled by zeros in H+. However, if Eld_ is zero, this cannot be so. Thus, ( ft) by Liouville's theorem, u_ must be zero. It will become clear in Sec. 11 that the first case (/ = 0) corresponds to the minimum free energy, while, from an argument after (9.23) below, case (ii) corresponds to the maximum free energy (/ = N). In fact, we see from (9.13) that E^_ vanishing yields = 0 so that Proposition 9.1 amounts to stating that condition (8.9) implies that vanishes. Recalling that (8.9) in this case is the condition for equivalence of states E\ and Et, we conclude that q[^ defined by (9.6), for a given history E{, is a state variable on the space of minimal states S/j. In Sec. 11, we shall adopt the condition -0 as the constraint on our variational scheme in all cases, not just in the two described in Proposition 9.1. This condition implies (8.9) but is a stronger assumption in general (except in the two cases), which is in effect the content of Proposition 9.1.
Observe that by applying the argument leading to (9.15) to the scalar form of (7.11), using (9.6), the stress function at time t can be written as If is a function of state, then in general q= q^1) -hLe\_ will not be, because of the occurrence of the transformed history.
It is convenient to introduce a conventional scalar product (/i5> = 2^ / f{u)g{u)duj (9.17)
as well as (8.5). Observe that / and g are orthogonal in this scalar product if / is analytic in f2+ and g in fl~ or vica versa and both vanish at infinity at least as strongly as w"1. In this notation, (9.16) becomes
We write (fJ) = ll/IU indicating the Lesbeque L2 norm. Let us consider further the solution of (8.14) in the scalar case. The argument is confined to discrete spectrum models. We choose the factorization f = N corresponding to all zeros interchanged, which will be justified later. First note that E^ and Et are equivalent states so that, by Corollary 9.2,
where dm-(w) is defined by (9.6) and (9.7) but with E\n+ replacing E+. It follows (see (9.6)) that
Et M ihT m f0101
Now, taking the Fourier transform of (8.14) and using (9.6), we obtain (w) (q£l\w) -q£?(w) + Hi(w)At_(w)) = -a)R-(w), (9.20) where the subscripts on Al and R-indicate that these are Fourier transforms of quantities that are zero on R++ and therefore analytic in f2+. The explicit form of R~ (lj) is 
since all quantities go to zero at infinity. The first relation of (9.22) is the important one.
The second becomes, with the aid of (9.21), using a similar notational convention, which is the desired solution. For discrete sprectrum materials, the singularities in cancel those in . as may be seen by closing the contour in the definition of on Q~. Thus, because the zeros of H^' are all in we see that E, has the correct singularity structure and that our initial adoption of the factorization / = N was justified.
The form of the free energy associated with Etm_ is given by the scalar version of (8.18) with E\n_ replacing E\. Using (9.23), this can be written aŝ M\t) = S(t) + \\q{m)\\l (9.24) which is the maximum free energy associated with the minimal state or. □ 10. Free energies as discrete quadratic forms. Substituting G'(s) given by (9.2) into (9.1), evaluated at t + u, u < 0, we see that two states are equivalent in the sense of (6.8) if and only if the difference between the states, denoted by Ed, has the property that Ef{t)
= / e-^sEtd{s)ds = Etd+{-ial) = 0, Jo Ed(t) = 0.
It follows that free energies formed by quadratic forms of these quantities, for a given history, are functions of state in the sense of [1, 8, 9] . Such forms of the free energy have been studied by Graffi and Fabrizio [18, 19] and Fabrizio et al [20] . We summarize some results here for later use. Define a vector e in ]Rn with components ei(t) = E(t) -aiEi(t) = Ei(t), Ei{t) = E+i-icti), where (7.8) has been used. Consider the quantity ip(t) = <f>{t) + ±eT Ce, (10.2) where 4>(t) is the elastic free energy, defined by the scalar version of (6.10), and C is a symmetric, positive definite matrix with components CtJ, i,j = 1,2It is clear that ip(t) has property P3 (Sec. 8) of a free energy.
For a stationary history Et(s) = E(t), s G ]R+, we have Ei(t) = E(t)/ai (see (7.6) for a constant history) so that e^(i) = 0, i = 1,2,..., n. Therefore, ip(t) has property P2 of a free energy. Condition (8.17) The forms of C and F corresponding to the minimum free energy can be deduced without difficulty from formulae given in [4] . Other forms are derived in Sec. 11.
The set of free energies expressible in the form (10.2), where C has the required positivity properties, is identical to the set Sa of free energies associated with the equivalence class ctr, which are functions of state. This is a convex set, by virtue of a result [7] that any set of free energies, associated with a given history and current value, has this property. The results of the next sections will provide a family of members of this set.
11. A family of free energies in Er. We will now derive an expression for free energies corresponding to each permutation / and a given state a -{E{t), El): which are functionals only of the equivalence class rather than a. This family includes the minimum free energy derived in [4], a maximum free energy defined on E# (not the work function given by (8.1) which was referred to as the maximum free energy in [4] but rather (9.24)) and intermediate functionals.
No clear ordering emerges from the general treatment.
However, in Sec. 12, we present explicit forms for these free energies and establish a partial ordering within the family.
These developments are the frequency domain generalization of the theory presented in Sec. 8. In frequency space, we shall see that it is possible to obtain explicit results with relative ease.
The following constrained optimization problem is considered. where E^+{uj) is analytic in and corresponds to a history before time t, while E^_(oj) is analytic in £7+ and corresponds to a continuation after time t. Formal expressions can be given for these two quantities by using the device introduced in (9.6) and (9.7). However, it will emerge that such a general technique is unnecessary.
If the zeros in hL are not permuted (/ = 0), then Ej+ vanishes. This case is readily identified as the minimum free energy derived in [4] with E^ identified as the negative of the optimal continuation given in that paper. If all the zeros are permuted (/ = N), then Ej_ vanishes. To see this, we need to recall the argument used after (9.23), giving that the integral in (11.7) picks out the singularities due to fj[_. These are then cancelled by the singularities of H{_ in the denominator so that the final singularities of Ej-are at the zeros of HL-The case where Ej_ vanishes, corresponding to the maximum free energy, has Ej as an optimal history up to time t. This is the solution given by (9.23) with associated free energy given by (9.24). T(t) = GoE^ + T^t), Tx(t) = -2(l,Etf+ + E}_) = -2{l,Etf+-Etf_), (11.9)
where the evenness of H has been used. Now £y-_(-to) is analytic in Q~ and corresponds to the time-reversed history of £,y_(w). In this manner, we can give T(t) physical meaning, because of course, stress is a functional of a history defined on R+. This suggests that we can turn all E^{(jj),uj E R, into equivalent histories up to time t corresponding to the Fourier transform of -Ej+(w) -Ej_(-uj). This will be so provided that which is true if
or that the even parts of Ej±(cu) are orthogonal.
This condition is trivially satisfied if either E^+ or E^_ vanishes.
It is not in general true in other cases; so we cannot avoid using Ej defined on R rather than on R+. It is easy to express ipf in terms of the scalar product (8.5) and a history up to time t. Observe that
where g is any permutation of the zeros. In particular, we can choose g = N, namely the case where all zeros are interchanged.
All zeros of H_ are in and E^N corresponds to a history up to time t. However, this history is not equal to the history defining the stress, namely For a static history (see (7.6)), El+(u}) = El(u) = E(t)/(icj), we have from (11.7), closing on that [4] ® • (11.10)
One can write (11.6) in the form (see (8.19)) v>/W = <^) + ii4-4j2 (1L11) on using the scalar form of relation (8.7) and
where h is defined in (9.18) and I in (11.9). The orthogonality follows from the remark after (9.17).
Observe that we have omitted moving u off the real axis in (11.10). It does not matter because such poles are cancelled by the co2 dependence of H(u) near the origin.
It is clear that properties P1-P3 of a free energy follow from (11.6) and (11.11). All that remains is to show that T(t)E(t) = W(t)=i>f(t) + Df(ty, Df(t) > 0. (11.12) Using (9.6) and the scalar form of (8.4) , we can write 13) where the orthogonality of q{J'\ q^l> follows from the remark after (9.17). We note in passing here that this orthogonality is that expressed by (8.15) as may be seen from (11.5) and (11.7). Comparing (11.12) and (11.13), we see with the help of (11.6) that Df(t) = 2 = Kj(t), dt (11.14) Kf{t) = (Hif\El-El),
where El is the static history E(t)/(iu>). We have used (9.8) and (9.10) in writing (11.14). From (9.9) and (11-7), we deduce that
There is therefore a discontinuity in the time domain representation of (11.5), which we denote by E^J*\s) = E^0{s) -Et(s), of magnitude Kf(t)/hoo, at the origin. Recalling (11.14), we see that there is agreement with (8.20) .
In the case of the minimum free energy, Ejo+(0+) is zero and we obtain the result given in [4], identifying (-Ej0+) as the optimal continuation. There is a discontinuity of magnitude Kf(t)/h00 at the origin. In the case of the maximum free energy, 4o+(°") is zero and there is a jump of magnitude Kf^/h^ in the optimal history at the origin, as required by (8.20) .
Equations (11.16) and (11.17) leave Ej0± arbitrary to within an additive constant, in the intermediate cases, which we resolve by adding an extra constraint, apparently without physical significance E}o+(0+) + Etfo_(0-)=bE(t), (11.18) where b is chosen to be some convenient value. This freedom allows us to make a particular choice of Eis in (ll.ll)i, as pointed out after (8. 19 ). There is no need for such a condition in the two extreme cases. and is, therefore, a state variable.
12. Explicit forms. Detailed expressions for these free energies are now derived in terms of the viscoelastic parameters of the discrete spectrum model. Also, a ranking will be demonstrated among subsequences of these forms. It is furthermore pointed out that linear combinations of the free energy, with positivity restrictions on the coefficients, are also free energies.
The developments corresponding to those described in [4] go through with little change in the present case; so detailed proofs are omitted. where the pi are defined in (9.5). Observe that q^l^iw) depends on El only through the quantities E\_(-iati) so that it is a state variable, as noted in Sec. 10 and as must be the case by Corollary 9.2. Also, from (11. This follows by the argument used in [4] with R{ replacing i?, since the quantities R{ obey the required identities proved for Ri in that reference. These identities are necessary to prove (10.3). The matrix defined by (12. 3) is not manifestly positive definite. However, comparing with (11.6), we see that it must have this property. The fact that ipf is a state variable, deduced earlier by a general argument, is confirmed explicitly by the fact that it can be cast in the form (10.2).
A particular ranking among the free energies will now be established. We start from the minimum energy which corresponds to £j = 1, i = 1,2,..., n. = 2-(7i -"i)(7i -"j)'
which, leaving aside the positive quantitity 2-yi, is the outer product of a vector with itself and if inserted into a quadratic form, produces a positive, semi-definite result. Thus
V>(1)W > V(0)(*)-
If another zero is interchanged, one can show by the same argument that (t) > (t) and so on. There are (n -1)! pathways starting with ipm(t) and ending with xj}^M\t) with all zeros interchanged, where, on each step, a zero untouched in previous steps, is interchanged.
Along a particular pathway, we havê The superscripts n, n -1, etc. will have quite different meanings on different pathways. Free energies that lie on different pathways may well be rankable by virtue of more subtle inequalities. The minimum and maximum free energies in each sequence (12.4) are unique however. These, and quantities associated with them are obtained from the formulae in this section by putting pi = 7;, i = 2,3,..., n for the minimum and pi = -7j, i = 2,3,..., n for the maximum free energies.
Thus, are respectively the minimum and maximum free energies corresponding to the element or € defined by (.E(t),-E1*). The dissipation function corresponding to is given by Df(t) = Kf(t), (12.5) where Kf{t) is defined by (12. 2). These quantities cannot be ranked in the manner of (12.4) .
The N free energies defined by different factorizations are all in the set Sa defined in Sec. 10. They are in fact on the boundary of this convex set, in a sense that will now be discussed.
From Sec. 10 we see that the boundary of the convex set <SCT will be indicated by the breakdown in the positive definiteness of either C or T or both. From (12. 2) and (12.5), it is clear that r [P = 2Hao^-^, (12.6) 
